
Recruit Release Notes Changes Launching 2017-11-30 
 
 
Open Rank Recruitments 
 
As we continue development on the Open Rank Recruitments project, it was 
brought to our attention that using the term “rank” may confuse users, as the 
category that an applicant will select does not necessarily correspond to a specific 
“rank.” In order to avoid said confusion, we have changed references to “rank” to 
the less-confusing term “level.”  
 
Admin tools 
 
When a change was made to a flagged or safelisted file in the Identity Statuses tool, 
it was near impossible to determine which user made that change and when that 
change was made. To make it simpler to track these changes, we have added 
logging to the Identity Statuses tool.  A column appears in the tool itself describing 
the last action taken on the file, and the change will also appear in the 
corresponding activity  log of the application, recruitment, waiver, or exemption to 
which the affected file belongs.  
 
UCANR updates 
 
We made some text-based updates to the UCANR site, where we replaced the term 
“Faculty“ with “Academics” and updated the website description by replacing  “… 
Online Faculty Recruitment” to “… Online Academic Recruitment”. 
 
Bugs and stuff 

● To better match user expectations, we’ll now show “Default workspace” in 
the ribbon when you change your filters and columns back so that they 
match the default set. 

● Switching to the default workspace will no longer do a full page refresh. It 
now loads inline with the spinner, like any other ribbon change. 

● When we created the ability to scope API access to recruitments data, we 
unintentionally restricted legacy API accounts from accessing any data. We 
have restored access back to these accounts. However, if you are still using a 



legacy API account please contact our team and we will help establish a new 
modern user account for API access.  


